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INTRODUCTION 

 

Fossil fuels are the source of most energy forms such as coal, diesel, petrol, and gas that present 80% of energy 

production. The demand for energy is expected to rise by almost a half over the next two decades. Lack of electricity is one of the 

main difficulties in the development of rural areas in many countries. On the other hand, the increase in energy demand has two 

major impacts, i.e., energy crisis and climate change (Omar Rgab, et al., 2010). These issues promote the examination of using 

solar, wind and other capable of being renewed kind of energies for the generation of electrical power (Chaichan, and Hussein 

2011and Liu, et al., 2015). Alternative resources, such as Nuclear power plants, cause problems regarding safety against 

peripheral damaging effects, which forces some countries to limit their operation and replace them gradually (Vojtek, et al., 2016). 

The climate and the environment which are highly influenced on the PV systems are classified into stand-alone and grid-

connected types (Ravi, Nisha, and Monisha Ravi. 2015). Generally, the generated power is unstable and unpredictable. To 

improve system efficiency, a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) technique is implemented (Mutoh, et al., 2006 and 

Kakosimos, et al., 2013)  .It is necessary to utilize an energy storage unit for stand-alone systems to regulate the operating voltage 

and satisfy the power requirements. The network connected PV system may bring in an exact fraction of its length to the grid and 

it is required to control the DC bus voltage to maintain regulated voltage and frequency (Shtessel, et al., 2008, Jezernik, K., 1999 

and Sun, et al., 2011).    

Large-scale photovoltaic power plants demand reduce damage losses, lower semiconductor system stress, reduced 

electromagnetic interference that causes disturbance, scalability and almost perfect sinusoidal output waveforms. The traditional 

two-level voltage source transformer, with a centralized or multi-string arrangement, is not able to transport the required power 

quality. The MLI-based grid-connected PV systems are very popular because it has some charming special features. The number 

of scale in the output voltage can be higher to be acceptable for medium or high power applications. It is characterized by high 

efficiency at the minimum switching frequency and improved power quality and dynamic stability (Tolbert, and Peng, 2000 ). In 

addition, the switching stress and electromagnetic interference noise are low. 

There are three major MLI topologies, which are neutral point clamp (NPC), a flying capacitor (FC) and cascaded H-

bridge (CHB). The latter is very popular because of its employing circuit system (Babu, et al., 2010) and an insignificant number 

of dc-link capacitors. Moreover, MLI was cascaded requirement various dc sources which can be obtained something from PV 

string and also, it is potential to obtain free from outside control voltage control and tracking the maximum power point in each 

series. This properties decreased the power waste of the PV system in situation of mismatch in the strings due to not equal in 

quantity, solar radiation. In addition, the energy harvested from PV panels can be maximized (Rong, et al., 2017). The authors in 
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(Ravi, Nisha, and Monisha Ravi. 2015) presented a control strategy for DC link voltage control by using LC filter. The results 

showed benefits for robust control against harmonic distortions in photovoltaic system applications. 

In this paper, on-grid PV systems are composed of a single array of PV panels and a DC/DC boost transform with 

maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm is used to produce a dc voltage as high as 3600V. A lead-acid battery is used to 

store the energy, to regulate the DC-Bus voltage during able to be reversed DC/DC current buck /boost transformer and equipping 

the load in case of low solar radiation. The battery system can maintain a constant grid connected voltage and regulated power. 

The cascaded H-bridge ML inverter is connected with a PV/Battery to produce power at almost 11 kV AC phase voltage. 

 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

 

Fig. 1 shows the proposed system used in this paper. 

 
Fig. 1. Configuration of grid-connectedphotovoltaic system 

 

The mathematical designing for the single-diode photovoltaic cell is qualified using the properties described by a non-

linear relationship between Vpv and Ipv of a solar cell: 

 

  (1) 

Fig. 2. Shows the equivalent circuit of the solar cell (Altas, and Sharaf 2007 and Abu Tariq, et al., 2011). 

where, Vc: Cell output voltage 

A: Curve fitting factor 

K: Boltzmann constant (1.38  

TC: Electron charge (1.602  

 
Fig. 2. Equivalent Circuit of a Solar Cell 

 

where, Iph: Photocurrent, function  of irradiation level and junction temperature  

Io: reserve saturation current of diode 

Ic: Cell output current 

Rs: series resistance of cell  

The parameters used for the modeling of solar panel are given  in Table 1. 

 

Table I: Simulation Parameters of Solar Cell 

Short circuit current 9 A 

Open circuit voltage 37 V 

Series Resistance 0.21282 Ω 

Reverse saturation 

current 
1.4434  

 

There are several methods for achieving MPPT. In our investigation used Perturb and Observe (P&O) method (Femia, et al., 

2004).  

Fig. 3. Shows the flowchart of the P&O algorithm, which is used since it is simple and can be easily implemented.  
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Fig.3. The flowchart of the P&O Algorithm 

 

ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM (BATTERIES) 

 

Mostly, batteries are used in the stand-alone mode. However, batteries are used in the case of a grid-connected system for 

the following main functions 

(a) The Energy Storage Capability and Autonomy: to stored electrical energy when it is made by the PV arrangement and 

equipment energy to electrical tonnage is required or on request.  

(b) Voltage and Current Stabilization: to equipping power to electrical cargo at stable voltages and currents, by inhibiting or 

‘smoothing out’ transients that may occur by PV systems.  

(c) Supply Surge Currents: to equipping waves or high peak control the functioning of currents to electrical loads or appliances. 

The bidirectional converter presented in Fig 4. Is used for charging and discharging the battery. When the generated power from 

PV is greater than demand, the battery is charged, allowing the converter to operate in forwarding direction. When there is a 

deficit in power, the battery starts discharging supplying the deficit of power to the load. This process is performed at a 

constant DC- bus voltage. 

 
Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the bidirectional converter 

 

The controller decides whether to charge or discharge the battery and identifies the reference voltage of the main DC-bus 

(VDC⃰ = 3600). The voltage reference (VDC⃰) is compared with the actual voltage ( ) that is controlled by the voltage controller as 

shown in Figure (5) (Kim, et al., 2008). 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.Simulink model of battery controller: (a) Charging mode (b) Discharging mode 
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The following rules define control operation modes: 

If Vdc Vdcref → Charging mode (Buck mode) 

Control Circuit as shown in Fig 5.a 

If Vdc  Vdcref→ Discharging mode (Boost mode) 

Control Circuit as shown in Fig 5.b 

If Vdc =Vdcref →Cut off mode 

 

A. Charging mode 

As shown in Fig. 5.a,a DC bus signal voltage is compared with the actual value of the DC bus voltage that will result in 

an error signal as input into PI controller. The output signal voltage generated from PI controller is provided to a PWM algorithm 

to regulate battery charging and the circuit in this mode is a buck circuit. 

 

B. Discharging mode 

As shown in Fig. 5. (b), this mode is similar to the previous one but the battery operates in the discharging mode based on 

the generated signal from the PI controller. The battery regulates the terminal voltage and the circuit, in this case, is a boost 

circuit. 

 

MULTILEVEL INVERTER ER STRUCTURE 

 

In recent years, different industrial applications requested higher power devices. Some utility applications require 

megawatt power at a medium voltage level. For a medium voltage (MV) network, it is difficult to directly connect one power 

semiconductor switch may could be due to back introducing a multilevel power transform structure for an available as another 

potential in medium voltage medium voltage with high power requirements. AnMLIoperates at high power that is suitable for 

renewable energy sources (Lai, et al., 1995 and Rodriguez, et al., 2002). MLIs have many advantages over a two-level 

conventional converter that utilizes pulse width modulation (PWM) with high switching frequency. It is possible to summarize the 

attractive features of MLI as follows: 

 

1. Common Mode Voltage:  

  MLIs produce smaller Common Mode (CM) voltage and may be able to be the stress in the relevance of a motor 

connected to a multilevel drive can be making smaller (Cengelci, et al., 1999). 

 

2. Input Current:  

 Input current with low distortion can be obtained through MLIs. 

 

3. Reduced harmonic distortion: 

 Total harmonic distortion can be reduced by using a selective harmonic elimination technique combined with the multilevel 

topology. This will lead to low distortion in the output waveform without the need for any filter circuit. MLIs are one of especially 

great disadvantage that is requiring for a major number of power semiconductor transformations.  Although lower voltage 

classification switches can be used in an MLI, each switch requires a concerning gate drive circuit. This may be caused the overall 

system to be costlier and more complex.  

There are three main MLI structures, which are generally be applicable in industrial purposes, have been confirm, i.e., the diode 

clamped, the flying condenser, and the sequence H-bridge an converts direct current into alternating current with separate DC 

sources. 

i) The diode clamped: The basic idea is to utilize diodes and provide the multiple voltage levels during the various stages to the 

condenser banks and it is connected in chain. Thus, the overwork on other electrical devices is decreased. The most value of the 

produce voltage is one half the value of the participation DC voltage, which represents the basic disadvantage of this type. This 

disadvantage can may be control by increasing the switches, diodes, and condenser. Due to the capacitor balancing issues, this 

type is limited to three levels. 

ii) The flying capacitor: The inverter's main concept is to use condenser. It is of the chain connection of capacitor clamped 

switching cells. The function of the condensers was summarized by transferring the limited voltage to electrical devices.  It is 

found that convert states are similar to the diode clamped inverter. Clamping diodes are not needed in the kind of MLIs. The 

product value is one half of the participation value of the DC voltage. The disadvantage was represented in it. It can be control 

both of the active and reactive power flow. But due to the high-frequency convert, switching losses will occur.  

iii) Cascaded H-bridges inverter with separate dc sources: The cascaded H-bridge MLI uses less number of switches compared the 

other types. This topology consists of a series connection of H-bridges. Each H-bridgeheads separate DC source and it can 

provide three different voltages like negative DC, zero, and positive DC voltages. 

 The structure of the 7-level cascaded inverter that implies a three-phase structure is shown in Fig. 6.A three-phase full-

bridge is connected to a separate DC source (SDCS). All of H-bridge inverter can produce three various product voltages -Vdc, 0, 

and +Vdc by communication the DC source to the AC produce during different collections of the four switches, S11, S12, S13, 

S14. To obtain +Vdc switches S11, S12 are turned on, whereas –Vdc can be obtained by turning on switches S13, S14.By turning 

on S11 and S13 or S12 and S14, the output voltage is 0. The AC outputs of each bridge of the various full-bridge inverter levels are 

linked in series. The waveform is formed as the sum of the inverter outputs. The number of output phase voltage levels (m) in a 
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cascade inverter is defined by m = 2S+1, where S is the number of separate DC sources (Tolbert, et al., 1998 and Bhuvaneswari, 

and Kumar 2014). Main advantages of Cascaded H-bridge MLI are (Shamsi, et al., 2008): 

i.   Number of expected produce voltage levels is more than double the number of DC sources according to the following 

relation (m = 2S + 1). 

ii. The series connection of H-bridges facilitates packaging and modularizing. This will be form the manufacturing process which 

able to be done more quickly and inexpensively. 

 

 
Fig. 6.Three-phase7 level Cascaded H-bridge MLI 

 

CONTROL TECHNIQUES USED FOR THE MLI 

 

 MLIs can be controlled by various modification techniques and also, it can be divided according to the switching 

frequency as follows (Celanovic, and Boroyevic 2001): 

 Fundamental Switching Frequency Modulation (FSFM)  

 High Switching Frequency Modulation (HSFM)  

For all cases, a stepped produce waveform is obtained, but when using the elevation convert frequency methods, steppes are 

modulated with some sort of PWM. 

In general, an MLI with m-levels need (m-1) triangular transport. In this kind of modulation, all carriers (the triangular) have the 

same frequency and the same capacity, but there is a phase shift between any two adjacent transport waves, given by the following 

equation:   

    (2) 

The gate signals are generated by comparing the modulating wave with the transporter waves. This means that for the 

seven levels converts, six carriers (triangular) are needed with a (60°) phase shift between any two adjacent carriers. As shown in 

Fig. 7, the carrier phase displacements are Ucr1=0°, Ucr2=60°, Ucr3 =120°, Ucr4=180°, Ucr5=240°, and Ucr6 = 300°. 

The logic circuit to generate the gating signals for the MOSFET’s (by comparing the modulating signal with the carrier waves) 

is shown in Fig. 8. Devices switching sequence depends mainly on the next conditions:  

• If “modulating signal” (Um) is greater than the corresponding carriers (Ucr1, Ucr2 and Ucr3), S11, S12 and S13 are “on” in the left 

legs of power cells H1, H2 and H3,  

• If “modulating signal” (Um) is less compared to the carriers, (Ucr4, Ucr5, and Ucr6) (which are 180° out of phase with Ucr1, 

Ucr2, and Ucr3, respectively), gating signals will be produced for the upper switches S31, S32 and S33, in the right legs of the H-

bridge cells. The gating signals for lower switches in the H-bridge legs work in a complementary method with estimate to their 

conformable upper switches. 

The (H1) produce voltage (UH1) is switched either between E and zero during the positive one half cycles or between zero and –E 

during the negative one half cycle of the essential frequency. The frequency modulation index (M f) is given by the connection 

between modulating signal (fm) and the frequency of the carrier frequency (fcr). 

Mf=fcr/fm                (3) 

 

 
a) Half a cycle of sine wave 
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b) Quarter a cycle of sine wave 

Fig. 7. Modulating signal and triangular carriers based on phase shift 

 

 
Fig. 8. Logic to generate gating signals for MOSFET’s based on phase-shifted modulation 

 

The amplitude modulation index is given by:  

 M=Um/Ucr                                                                    (4) 

 The frequency of the controlling harmonic in the inverter produce voltage appear the inverter switching frequency (finv). In 

general, the switching frequency of the inverter using the phase-shifted modefication is given by: 

 finv=(m-1)fcr                                                      (5) 

The frequency of inverter switching for a seven-levelinverter, is given by (6fcr), when the phase shift modefication is used. This is 

a desirable attribute of the MLI, as the high value of (finv) permits more harmonics in (Uab) to be eliminated, while the low value of 

(fcr) helps in reducing losses in device switching.The maximum value of the line voltage at fundamental frequencyUab1max is given 

by equation 6.( Correa, and Rodriguez, 2007): 

Uab1max = 0.612(m – 1)E                                      (6) 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The investigations presented in this paper include: 

1- Studying capability of MLI for performance regulation under different radiation and loading conditions  

2- Comparing the performance of MLI and conventional inverter under the same conditions. 

In order to evaluate the efficiencies of using CHB-MLI with PV, two simulation cases are studied: 

a. Changing solar irradiance and examining the capability of dc bus control to stabilize the inverter input voltage. 

b. Steadying the performance with load variation without any change in atmospheric conditions 

The ratings of the system components are given in the appendix. 

 

A. Changing solar irradiance. 

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the simulation results when the radiation is changed from 1000 to 400 W/  at a rate of 200 

W/ .Fig. 8(a) shows that the output power of PV decreased with the decrease of radiation, while the battery power is increased 

to feed the load and compensate the decrease in the PV power.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.8: Simulation waveform: (a) DC bus voltage and PV voltage (b) PV panel power, load power and battery power 

 

Fig. 9 shows the output Waveforms of CHB-MLI including the phase and line output voltages and the Total Harmonic Distortion 

(THD) of the CHB-MLI. 

 

B. Load variation  

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the simulation with load variation when the radiation is fixed at 1000 W/ . In Fig. 10(a), the 

load power is lower than the output PV power in the period (0-0.45s). Thus, the battery operates in the charging mode. In the 

period (0.45-1.5s), the load power is higher than the output PV power, where the battery operates in the discharging mode. In the 

period (1.5-2s), the battery charges again due to the load decrease. Fig. 10(b) shows that the DC bus voltage is constant with the 

load variation. 

 

 

 
Fig. 9: Output waveforms of seven-level CHB-MLI: (a)Three-phase output voltages(b) Output phase (c) Output line (d)THD 

analysis 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 10: Simulation waveforms with load variation: (a) DC bus voltage and PV voltage (b) PV panel power, load power and 

battery power 

 

Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 show the output voltage waveform of CHB-MLI is not affected in these conditions by the changes in 

radiation or load variations. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 11: Output waveforms of seven-level CHB-MLI: (a)Three-phase output voltages(b) Output phase voltages (c) Output line 

voltages (d)THD analysis 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig.12: Waveforms of two-level traditional inverter:(a) Output phase voltage (b) Output line voltage(b)THD analysis 

 

Fig. 12(a) and (b) show the output phase and line voltage waveforms of the convention alinverter, respectively. Fig. 12(c) 

shows the spectrum of the line voltage waveform of a convention alinverter. Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is illustrated in this 

figure, where the THD of line voltage of the conventional inverter is 91.55%, while the THD of the line voltage of 7 level Cascaded 

H-bridge MLI is19.56%. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presented the utilization of a seven-level cascade H-bridge MLI for grid-connected PV system based on Phase 

Shift Pulse Width Modulation (PSPWM) method. The equivalent model includes three panels connected in series to constitute the 

implemented PV/battery system integrated with the H-bridge MLI. The system succeeded to provide an effective interface 

between the grid and separate solar panels as DC sources by regulating the battery performance based on MPPT and an advanced 

control strategy. The DC bus voltage is maintained fixed with different disturbances via regulating the battery performance. In 

addition, the performance of the cascade H-bridge MLI showed a significant reduction of the harmonics compared to the 

conventional inverter. Thus, the Inverter is capable of eliminating a high amount of harmonic, with low THD voltage. 
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APPENDIX 

 

PV rating  

Maximum power (W), Pmpp = 250 

Voltage at maximum power (V),Vmpp = 30.7 

Current at maximum power (A), Impp = 8.15 

Open circuit voltage, VO.C (V) =37 

Short circuit current, IS.C (A) =9 

No. of module per H-bridge = 400 modules 

Total no. of modules = 3600 module 

Battery Bank rating 

Capacity = 91500    Ah 

Nominal voltage = 3000    V 

Single battery voltage = 12 V 

No of batteries = 250 in series 

CHB-MLI rating 

Power = 900 kW 

Line voltage = 11kV 
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Simulation parameters of CHB-MLI: 

Vin=3600V for each H-bridge, 

Switching frequency fs= 2000 Hz 

Modulation index, m=0.82 

DC bus voltage = 3600 V 

AC  line voltage = 11 kV 

Simulation parameters of Conventional Inverter: 

Vin=22467 V 

Switching frequency fs= 2000 Hz 

Modulation index, m=0.85. 


